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TTII is proud to announce T°Cool; Turf Cooling and Antimicrobial Solution.   

T°Cool is the answer to cool down any and all synthetic turf applications where heat is an issue.  

From sport fields to parks & recreation, residential applications to dog runs, golf courses to 

commercial landscaping, from volleyball courts to horse paddocks and tracks, this is the 

answer.  The T°Cool solution not only cools down the synthetic turf 30° to 50°F but also has a 

special anti-microbial ingredient that eliminates pungent odors from dog runs.  Often in pet turf 

applications highly-porous minerals are used to absorb ammonia, similar to cat litter but 

eventually each particle reaches its saturation point and can’t do what it was intended to do 

any longer.    

John B. Giraud, Managing Director of TTII is extremely excited with this innovation as there has 

been a long-time need for a product that can be used for all synthetic turf applications.  John 

states “There has always been a concern with high temperatures emanating from turf with 90% 

of the heat being generated by the fibers.   We now can truly say that with T°Cool, it will be as 

pleasant to walk and play on synthetic turf as it is to walk on natural grass on those hot summer 

days.”   

TTII’s commitment to environmental stewardship continues with their offering of T°Cool to the 

global synthetic surfaces market place. T°Cool is environmentally friendly and can easily be 

sprayed on using a back-pack sprayer for smaller applications or a tote sprayer for medium-to-

large applications.  For your typical 80,000 square foot sportsfield, specialized equipment will 

bring up the infill, coat it and then groom it back down into the fibers.  For convenience, pre-

coated sand is also available.   

Chris Tetrault, inventor of T°Cool and the owner of Tatro Inc., is pleased to announce that TTII 

has a worldwide comprehensive sales arrangement.  “TTII is well known universally for their 

infills and recycling service. We wanted a company that understands the needs of the synthetic 

grass industries and they have proven this over the years.  We are pleased and excited with the 

opportunity we have with them.”  

TTII - Worldwide Distributor of T°Cool 

Click here for more information on T°Cool or visit us at www.TTIIOnline.com for information on 
any of our other synthetic turf related products.  Email us at sales@ttiionline.com or contact us 
by phone at 1.888.887.7373 or 1.604.421.3620.   
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